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Screen EnclosuresScreen Enclosures

Enjoy the outdoors without being bothered by bugs

Call today for a free NRG design consultation
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Gabled Roof

Mono-slope
Roof

A custom NRG screen room can also be built to readily accept operable
windows in the future. By upgrading the framing material, the screen space

can be prepped for both 3-season and 4-season sunrooms.

The Snap-N-Lock panel creates a
structurally superior cover. The Panel's
integrated insulation makes it perfect

for reducing heat from the sun. 

Insulated roof panels
can be fitted with
internal fan beams
intended to run
hidden electrical
wiring and mount light
fixtures and fans.

Electricity can be
installed by a
licensed electrician
to provide outlets
and fans.



Full Screen Knee Wall

Bronze Aluminum White Aluminum

Maintenance and Warranty
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Our full screen wall
offers the perfect
outdoor feel with
maximum view while
keeping insects out.
Adding a knee wall
panel will keep out
dirt, grass clippings,
and other debris. 

The Design Options are Limitless
We offer an array of design and color options for you to choose from. The
result is an outdoor living space that perfectly suits your needs and
home's architecture. 

Screen rooms are maintenance free!  No need
to scrape, paint, or stain every few years.  Our
rooms are designed to withstand the elements
of the outdoors. Includes a 10- year warranty
against manufacturer defects.

Screen enclosures are economical and
quick to install. Most screen rooms can
be installed in a week or less, on an
existing foundation.  NRG screen
rooms are designed and engineered to
meet and exceed all requirements for
wind loads and building codes. 
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Adding a screen enclosure isn't just a
home improvement, it's a lifestyle
improvement. It gives you the
opportunity to feel more comfortable
and peaceful in your backyard, while
offering protection from the harsh sun.
 
A custom NRG screen room gives you
the ability to enjoy the outdoors year
round while not being bothered by
bugs. Appreciate the sunshine and
beauty of nature without the rain and
insects.
 
Whatever activities you are looking to
enjoy - dining, reading, exercising, or
socializing - a custom NRG screen
room provides an outdoor living space
to be enjoyed all the time.  

Backyard Getaway

Under Existing Roof
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